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Abstract. Additive Manufacturing (AM) has a great potential of disrupting
product design and supply-chain in many industries by means of its unique
capabilities. Regarding the product design, the potential benefits comprise
functional integration, reduced assembly efforts, reduced weight and increased
performance. Although AM has been around for decades, designers still think in
the restrictions imposed by conventional manufacturing. The awareness of the
potentials of AM has not yet been pushed in the minds of designers and the
adoption of AM in design process often fails due to a status quo in design or
limited knowledge of the employees. Against this background, this paper pro-
poses a framework to change Designer’s mindset towards AM. By means of in-
depth interviews with designers and design engineers from different industries,
the common challenges and implemented solutions were investigated. From
these expert interviews, the following key challenges were identified: AM-
adjusted design methodology, standards implementation and software support.
Based on those, a wide literature review of possible solutions was carried out
and its result was combined with the already implemented solutions in industry.
The proposed framework not only takes advantage of currently available human
capital in the organization but also paves a sustainable way to train new per-
sonnel and create momentum towards AM adoption. By means of a structured
learning path and a knowledge management platform integrated into design
software, the proposed framework effectively extracts tangible and part-specific
design rules and assures optimal knowledge transfer among employees. This
framework was subsequently validated in a workshop with industry experts.
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1 Introduction

AM has been emerging strongly in recent years. Growth in machine sales and increased
numbers of equipment manufacturers show how the AMmarket has been expanding [1].
AM enables the fabrication of products with high complex design with various func-
tionalities [2–4]. However, design engineers often think in the restrictions imposed by
conventional manufacturing or link AM to unrealistic expectations [2]. The awareness of
the potentials and restrictions of AM has not been effectively pushed in the minds of
design engineers. Moreover, the adoption of AM in design process often fails due to a
status quo in design or limited knowledge of the employees. A sustainable adoption of
AM is only possible bymeans of completemindset shift of designers and design engineers
from conventional manufacturing towards AM [3]. In other words, today’s professionals
need to change the way they approach design problems. Against this background, some
companies have already started their journey to train their employees in AM.

Academic literature has dealt with education in the field of AM for almost a decade.
Since AM has been of growing interest, Geraedts et al. [4] investigated the role of AM
in the light of design engineering in three domains: business, research, and education.
At the same time Williams and Seepersad [5] developed a concept combining project-
based and problem-based learning for a university course. In both papers, the dominant
topic was education for future designers in AM. Then, Ford and Dean [6] discussed the
general necessity of teaching conventional manufacturing in comparison to AM. They
conclude that designer should not ignore conventional design and AM should be added
to the curriculum. A sole focus on AM could result in diminishing conventional
technologies. Loy [7] puts this conclusion into a different perspective, by stating that
design educators face a number of different challenges in terms of AM in design
education. Minetola et al. [8] use a survey to investigate the impacts of early exposure
with AM in engineering education and find that a “think-additive” approach early on
leads to a full facilitation of the benefits of AM. Simpson et al. [9] and Prabhu et al.
[10] conclude in a similar way. Yet, only Watschke et al. [11] propose a methodical
approach for design education, however they focus on the ideation process.

In the light of previous and current research, the prevailing need of companies for
designer with an AM mindset has not yet been addressed. As researcher focused on the
secondary and tertiary education to train future talent, the education for professionals,
also referred as continuing education, has been neglected. Of course, educating pro-
fessionals in AM is core to a number of certificate courses and workshops, but literature
does not provide a systematic approach that addresses the needs of companies.
Therefore, this paper aims to develop a systematic framework to educate design
engineer professionals and provide insight into the development of an AM mindset in
industrial companies.

Against this background, this paper presents a survey among industry participants
for a deeper understanding of challenges, goals and current implemented solutions in
companies. Subsequently, a broad literature study is carried out in order to collect
further best practices among the academia and industry beyond our focus
group. Finally, based on the two steps before mentioned, a systematic framework is
developed and validated through a workshop with the interview participants.
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2 Method

The presented research utilizes qualitative research. AM mindset cannot be described
by a defined set of variables, it rather emerges from a dynamic model based on
qualitative data: In order to generate such data, we used two types of methods. We base
on the concept for grounded theory [12] as we obtain data by interviewing a group of
representatives of companies that facilitate AM in their organization. In addition to the
interviews, we conducted a systematic review of existing literature based on codes from
the interviews. Table 1 gives an overview of the addressed industries. The participants
of each company are in charge of the AM activities and are ranked in middle
management.

The interviews were semi-structured, conducted by one of the authors and recorded
for documentation purpose. Before the interview, the participants received a guideline
containing seven open questions to prepare the interview. During the interview, the
interviewer could alter the question, if needed, to enlarge on topics of interest for the
study. In order to keep track of such changes to the guidelines, interview reviews were
conducted and if necessary the guidelines were adjusted. However, every participant
was only interviewed once. After all interviews were conducted, we coded the tran-
scripts and categorized findings. Our three main categories were “common challenges”,
“implemented solutions” and “shared goals”. As our participant group was small
compared to other qualitative studies, we ensured iteration between initial coding and
categorizing for an objective analysis of the interview data.

Subsequently to the interviews, a systematic literature review based on the pro-
cedure by Kitchenham [13] was applied. This systematic is divided into three phases:
planning, conducting and reporting. Within the planning phase the objectives of the
literature review was defined. From the interviews (“common challenges” and “shared
goals”), three key areas were identified as vital for mindset shift towards AM:

• AM-adjusted design methodology, which raises awareness and increase know-how
• Implementation of standards, which uses a structured and accessible approach
• Provision of better software, which supports expert knowledge exchange

During the conductive phase, the literature was collected and analysed. For this
purpose, the literature was divided in two categories according to their scientific value:
primary source (e.g. paper, standards and technical books) and second source (e.g.
magazine, internal knowledge and online guidelines). By means of the systematic

Table 1. Overview of interview participants.

Industry Number of companies Number of participants

Machine manufacturing 3 3
Automotive 3 3
Materials & process 4 4
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proposed by Kitchenham, numerous literature studies were screened, with a focus on
the last decade. The identified literature was subsequently presented to in-house AM
design experts who selected the most relevant and comprehensive ones. In the reporting
phase, the literature is summarized and reported for further investigation.

3 Result

The goal of the interviews in our study group was obtaining a description of the status
quo of continuing education for AM at the respective companies. During the coding of
the interviews, we identified emerging themes via our in-vivo codes, as exemplified in
Table 2. We avoided any early categorization for an objective analysis of the data [14].
At the end of our interview transcription and coding, we found that three categories
were fitting our themes and codes best: “common challenges”, “implemented solu-
tions”, and “shared goals”.

Among the challenges, we identified in our study, AM know-how and methods for
continuing education in particular were the most relevant topics for the majority of the
partners. While software and norms were the second and third largest concerns.
“Implemented solutions” summarize indication for approaches to solve the challenges
along the implementation of an AM mindset. Unsuccessful solutions have led to
remaining issues in the category of “Common challenges”. Across our interviewee
group we found a number of different approaches. Very common was to establish an
in-house expert team responsible to develop and hold workshops in different aspects of
AM. Those teams also managed internal databases for design guidelines and best-
practice projects. In summary, three categories of implemented solutions were identi-
fied: Collecting information through learning by doing, creation of own guidelines, and
discussion with experts in user groups. However, there is agreement among the par-
ticipant that the challenges still remain and the shared goals have not yet been reached.
A new type of design methodology has to be established. This methodology must be
adapted to AM. Furthermore, the new methodology needs support by international
standards and procedure for certification. Lastly, due to the complexity, software tool
must improve and be able to support decisions faced by designers.

Table 2. Examples from in-vivo codes, themes, and categories.

In-vivo code Theme Category

“However, we are still in the learning phase. You get the
standard design rules, but often it’s still try and fail and
then redesign.”

Design
methodology

Common
challenges

“The very first fruitful way was that we sent designers to
user training.”

Design
training

Implemented
solutions

“Certification of components: This is a K.O. criterion for
us. If there is not something clearer there, I do not know
whether it [AM] goes on here.”

Certification Shared goals
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Throughout the literature review study, it is elaborated that an AM-adjusted design
methodology requires not only AM design workflow, but also the key design guide-
lines and how effectively learn DfAM. Among the most important workflows are the
one from ASTM 52910 (Additive manufacturing—Design—Requirements, guidelines
and recommendations) [15] and workflow of approaches typically enabled by AM
(e.g.: topology optimization [16], cellular materials – lattice structures [17], monolithic
design – part consolidation [2], and function integration [18]). In the topic of design
guidelines, besides the major reference ASTM 52910, online available guidelines were
suggested along recent and updated AM design books (e.g.: A Practical Guide to
Design for Additive Manufacturing) [19]. Lastly, the most suitable learning approaches
for DfAM were presented, from lecture, through problem until project-based learning
[5, 20].

Regarding the implementation of standards, key norms, handbooks and guidelines
were covered. Among those are the already mentioned ASTM 52910 and the VDI 3405
– part 3 [21]. The most valuable contribution is the method which describes how to
implement those guidelines. In general, the AM industry currently lacks fundamental
principles for establishing derivative rules based on guidelines and best practices. To be
useful to designers, design guidance needs to consist of rules with numeric values
capturing the limitations of AM technologies, processes, and machines. The Guide-to-
Principle-to-Rule Approach offers a structured implementation framework from the
abstractness of design guidelines, through design principles, until the concreteness of
design rules [22].

Concerning the provision of better software, three phases throughout the product
design process were delimited: before, during and after design. Before design, some
solutions based on Artificial Intelligence (AI)/Augmented Intelligence were presented
as promising, e.g.: AI sketch-based design tool [23]. During design, the most estab-
lished solution was generative design, along with new coming approaches as real-time
generative-design (e.g. Autodesk and Desktop Metal Live Parts). Lastly after design,
printability checker and build simulation analysis tools are the most common used ones
(e.g. ANSYS).

4 Development and Validation of Framework

The broad literature review demonstrated that continuing education is key actor to raise
awareness, increase know-how and knowledge exchange. Moreover, a structured
approach was presented to extract, from high level guidelines presented in standards,
consistent and tangible rules for their wider adoption. Lastly, software works as a right
support to enhance human capabilities, acting as soon as possible in the design process.
Based on those findings, a holistic solution was proposed.

The solution takes into account two main important aspects: the product and the
individual. The first, represented here by the product design process, ranges from
conceptual to final design. The second, represented here by the design knowledge,
ranges from novice to expert. On one hand, the final design requires an expert level of
knowledge, on the other, novices perform better and more innovative than experts
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during the conceptual phase of product design due to lack of fixation [24, 25]. The
solution is presented through the framework in Fig. 1.

This path from conceptual to final design optimally linking novice and expert
knowledge is assured by means of different learning methods, from lecture, via
problem and lastly project-based. Firstly, lecture-based learning explores what is
possible through AM, presenting some approaches and features to be used in this sense.
Problem-based learning aims the correlation design-material-process and their trade-off
to meet requirements (from a client, for example). Lastly, project-based learning
addresses how to quantify restrictions, being therefore able to optimize regarding
quality, cost and time.

Each learning phase covers, in different time frames – respectively days, weeks and
months – specific topics in order to guarantee a transition from potential of additive
manufacturing until its restrictions. The covered topics are design heuristics, guides,
principles and rules. Design Heuristics are cognitive shortcuts that help designers
explore variations in designs. Design Guides offer feature-based best practices when
using AM in product design to take advantage of AM capabilities. Design Principles
are basic, logical correlations capturing process parameter and control parameters. And
Design Rules are explicit value-based constraints that provide needed insight into
manufacturability. Those rules are subsequently stored in a knowledge repository
which works as database for a software support application.

In conclusion, this integrated solution uses continuing education to raise awareness
and improve knowledge exchange among professionals and uses a structured and
optimal path to get concrete design rules from the abstractness of norm and standards.
This proposed framework works therefore as a bridge between theory and practice in
how to design for AM. Lastly, a software support application makes the knowledge
developed during this learning process available for new design engineers and coming
products.

Fig. 1. Framework with structured learning path, objectives and final output used in assistant for
design software.
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By means of a workshop, the above mentioned solution was presented to repre-
sentatives from interviewed companies in order to collect their industrial and business
perspectives. At the end of the workshop, a round table discussion took place and the
perspective of all participants was individually expressed and clarified. The proposed
approach was positively evaluated by all participants of the workshop. Numerous
valuable points came up from the discussion which are summarized below:

• Design for AM should cover not only the relations between material, properties and
3D printing process, but also post-processing;

• The proposed solution suits the niche of businesses with low product diversity and
mid-series production due to the highly needed internal efforts and costs;

• In order to be scalable, as shareable approach should be merged into the solution for
cost and risk sharing;

• OEMs play an important role in order to make this scalable solution possible. IP of
design is the main point of attention;

• The main objective is to identify the right moment, financially speaking, to quit the
learning track and use the shared knowledge base for desired design rules.

5 Conclusion and Outlook

The paper revealed that the interviewees have similar experiences regarding the con-
tinuing education of designers and other employees in AM. The design methodology,
norms & standards and design software have been identified as key areas to improve
AM adoption. The proposed solution consists of a structured framework to optimally
take advantage of company’s human capital and to extract tangible rules for 3D
printing an optimal part, fostering alongside knowledge transfer and creating aware-
ness. Lastly, a software application makes expert know-how more easily available with
fewer resources. This integrated solution successfully tackle the three key areas iden-
tified as vital for mindset shift towards AM: AM-adjusted design methodology,
implementation of standards and provision of better software.

However, our theory is grounded on a qualitative approach, thus cannot provide
any statistical evidence. Nonetheless, the researched phenomena of continuing edu-
cation for AM is no topic for quantitative research only. Therefore, we conclude that
our model contributes to the understanding of professional continuing education for
AM design, but can be extended by evaluating a larger group of employees on different
hierarchical levels and professional tenure.

As outlook, the future work comprises the development of an open innovation
platform for sharing of design rules. A first solution proposed is based on the auto-
matically extraction of design rules via on-premise software, subsequently encryption
and lastly upload to the cloud only after prior authorization of the respective IP owner.
The main issue to be investigated is how refractory will be the industry to share their
development in exchange of others.
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